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TOYS FOR TOTS
Toys for Tots is an annual fundraiser that occurs during October, November, and December. It is incredible how generous people are and
how people donate to the less fortunate. They spend their time and
money to help and donate to the cause. Every year the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve Toys for Tots Program collects new unwrapped toys and
delivers them to less fortunate children in the community in which the
campaign is conducted. Toys R Us has also partnered with the Marine
Toys for Tots Foundation to help raise money to donate to these children. Together they have raised over four million dollars. The primary
goal of the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve Toys for Tots Program is to
send a message of hope to kids in need through a new toy at Christmas.
Ms. Tosto, an ELA teacher, runs the Toys for Tots program every year
at I.S. 27. This year the school has raised over six hundred dollars from
bake sales, which were held during lunch and in the after school
program. Ms. Tosto arranged an event where several students went on a
trip to Toys R Us and were put into groups to purchase toys. Each
group was assigned an age range and a gender. The groups were also
given a budget of one hundred and seven dollars each. Ms. Tosto has
gotten over fifty toys from the event. In conclusion, the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve Toys for Tots Program is a top rated charity whose goal
is to bring joy to less fortunate children.
By: Sajini Kodituwakku. Jonathon Munoz, and Selene Gonzalez
WINTER CONCERT BY KAYLEE LOGANO & ANGIE ROCANO
The winter concert was held in the school auditorium on December 8th.
The concert included the IS 27 chorus and band. The chorus sang
Christmas carols and the band played holiday music. People enjoyed
the winter concert and said that the students did an amazing performance. All three grades performed at the winter concert. Community
Service and Art classes worked on the background and decorations. A
great time was had by all.

NEWS PAPER LAYOU T
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Bamidele Omoro 8-227
Muhammad Saeed 8-350
Lisbeth Ahiabu 8-220
The Prall Press is brought to you
by eight grade Journalism classes
I & II, under the supervision of
Mrs. Mahoney, Journalism
teacher.
This latest edition will get you up
to date on all the hottest video
games, the newest tech gadgets,
as well,as, all of the latest trends
of the season.

MACBOOK PRO BY: BAIDELE OMORO
The MacBook Pro is an extraordinary laptop
compacted into a small frame and equipped
with the brightest and most colorful screen
ever seen on a Mac. It introduces a Touch Bar
made of glass to quickly access your needs
whenever you want them. One of its many
features is the ability to connect your iPhone
to it and interact with other people.

Call Of Duty Black Ops Three

“Extremely quick, smooth and slick shape
with a ‘lit’ screen”-Lisbeth Ahiabu
“Its fast and easy to use.”-Muhammad Saeed

By: Christian Abdul-Mateen

In the newest addition to Black Ops games, Black Ops Three, has new
weapons you will want. Also, there is something called “Triple Play” and
when you win 100 games you will get all kinds of new weapons. When
you complete this task, you get a Ranged weapon and a Melee weapon
and ten supply drops. You also have the option to purchase one hundred
supply drops for $40. In my opinion, this made everyone waste their
money because they bought the additional drops just because they never
had that many before. So as you can see, these new changes make it
worth checking out the latest addition in the Black Ops series.
POKEMON GO
BY: L’ADON WADE & JOHN
JOSEPH PERALTA
POKÉMON GO IS A GAME CREATED BY NIANTIC AND GAME
FREAK. THE GOAL OF THE
GAME IS TO PHYSICALLY GO
OUTSIDE TO CATCH POKÉMON
AND LEVEL UP TO GROW
STRONGER. YOUR POKÉMON
CAN BATTLE PEOPLE AND GET
POKE COINS FROM A SUCCESSFUL WIN. THIS WILL LET YOU
PROGRESS AND BUY ITEMS
MAKING YOU A MORE POWERFUL POKÉMON TRAINER. YOU
MUST ALSO GATHER CANDIES
FOR ALL THE POKÉMON YOU
CATCH. THESE CAN HELP
RAISE THEIR LEVEL OR
COMPLETELY EVOLVE THEM,
MAKING THEM TWICE AS
STRONG. THIS WILL THEN
MAKE YOUR BATTLES EASIER
AND YOU CAN BECOME A
POKÉMON MASTER.
POKEMON GO IS SO MUCH FUN
TO PLAY, THAT WE ARE SURE
IT WILL BE MUCH MORE THAN
A CRAZE AND WILL BE
AROUND FOR A LONG TIME.
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CAN’T BEAT THESE!! BY: LISBETH AHIABU
Beats is a leading audio headphone founded in 2006 by Dr.
Dre and Jimmy Iovine. Through its family of popular headphones, earphones and speakers, Beats has become a new
way of audio. The brand’s continued success helps bring
professional audio to everyday people. It has created a new
experience for listening to music. According to Michaela
Noone, from class 8-319, “the Beats color variety is what
drew me toward this product”. Also, since
it comes wireless, it’s easy to access when
on the move. It’s considered “lit” by the

What’s New at
www.coolmathgames.com?
By: Alex Sanchez
Everyone at IS 27 is familiar with the web site coolmathgames.com. Some
new games to check out this year are Red Ball, Into Space 2 and Parking
Mania. This is the only web site that kids can play at school because of the
Wi-Fi. The school Wi-Fi blocks all the web sites that don’t have a school
meaning or purpose, but this site is fun for games when you are finished
with your work. So, if you’re tired of playing the same games, you may
want to check these out.

Hatchimals Craze

By: Elisha Desir

SNEAKERS

During the holiday season, many kids were excited to get a hatchimal as a
Christmas or birthday present. Little hatchimals are toys that live inside an egg and
when you see rainbow color inside the egg it’s a
sign they’re ready to hatch. Unfortunately,
many adults and children were not pleased with
the product. A customer from Amazon says “it
never hatched, we did everything the directions
said. And I could hear a gear noise like it was
trying to hatch, but it didn’t hatch.” Other costumers didn’t think it was worth the money.
Another reviewer wrote “Too much money for
a toy that doesn't work as advertised.”
Hatchimals originally cost $40, but due to high
demands they were being sold for between
$90.00 and $200.00 and people don’t think it should cost so much money for a toy
that doesn’t work well. However, a small portion of customers were happy with the
toy. “Very cute toy and it hatched within 20 minutes”, wrote one reviewer. So, was it
worth the craze? That’s up to you to decide.

BY: VALERIA
SEPULVEDA,
BRIANNA MILLS &
MICHAELA NOONE
As kids get older, presents get
more expensive so, we get
less of them. Some of the top
gifts we get during the holidays are clothes, money and
of course, shoes . Some shoes
that many kids have been
dying for are the “Adidas
Super Star”. This Shoe has
two styles; low ones and high
tops. They come in many

AMAZON ECHO

colors, but the main ones are
black and white with three

The Amazon Echo was created in November of 2014 and
sells for around $180. It has Bluetooth and is wireless and it
supports IOS and Android. It’s name is Alexa and you can ask
any question virtually and it will answer it. You can also play
music by just asking. You can set an alarm on Amazon Echo or
ask what the traffic is like right now, and she will answer it. You
can also ask health questions, or how to translate a language
that you don’t know. You should go check this out because it
will be really helpful with your daily life.

black lines on the side and the

BY: D’vonte Richardson and Ethan Rivera

called the AJ 12 “CNY” is

ELF the Movie
By Asma Abdulwahab

rest of the shoe is white. You
have probably seen many kids
around with them and asking
for them. Jordans are another
popular sneaker brand. Yet to
be released, are the latest shoe
types that we’ve all been
waiting for. A popular shoe,

being released on January 28th

and Silverto Rodriguez

Have you ever seen the movie Elf? The movie is about an
elf who works in Santa’s workshop, but is different from the
other elves. He always has trouble fitting into things because
he’s too big. He was adopted by one of the elves, which is
Papa Elf, who he calls dad. One day, Santa told him it was
time for him to meet his real father, who lives in New York
City. Once he arrived in NYC, Buddy experienced many
challenges because everything is so different. Although in
the beginning it was a rocky start, at the end Buddy and his dad got along and
everybody was happy and believed in Christmas. This is a fun holiday movie that
you can watch over and over again.

2017. The colors are White/
Black and Varsity Red with a
price of $220. This year will
have many new trends and
we’ll have to wait and see
what it holds for new
sneakers.
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Pokémon GO is a game created by Niantic and Game freak.
The goal of the game is to physically go outside to catch
Pokémon and level up to grow stronger. Your Pokémon
then you can battle people and get poke coins from a
successful win. This will let you progress and buy items
making you a more powerful Pokémon trainer. You must
also gather candies for all Pokémon you catch these can
help raise their level or completely evolve them, making
them twice as strong then battles will be easier and you can
become a Pokémon master

HOVERBOARD
The hover board is one of the
hottest toys on the market
right now. According to
www.cbsnews.com, the hover
board is a fun toy for both kids
and adults, so now no one will
feel left out of the fun. There
are some minimal injuries, but
it’s because people don’t know
how to ride it. The hover board
is like a bike, you have to ride
it with training wheels before
getting used to it. According
to Lisbeth Ahiabu of class 320,

the hover board is a fun way to
travel. “It presents a new way
to get around. The fact that we
have this type of technology is
mind blowing”, says Lisbeth.
If you’ve never been on a hover
board, you need to check one
out as soon as possible.
By: Muhammad Saeed

NBA 2K17 BY: ISON WAKAZADI AND IROBOSA ERHABOR
This revolutionary game is the newest and best game that 2KSports has
to offer. It includes “My Career”, which allows you to go full depth into
the world of basketball as your own player! “My Career” lets you start in
college and work your way up into the basketball world. Also, NBA 2K17
has more wonderful modes such as, “My Team,” which allows gamers to
create teams while using players that they get from drafting. There is also
the game mode that I am looking forward this year, “MY Career” which
lets the player make their own life in the game and shows you the good
and bad things that can happen in your career. My friend Ethan Rivera of
class 8-325, said “I like the graphics and the game is smooth and it is
fun”. This is a must play game!

SCHOOL YARD TURF IS A HAZARD TO OUR SOCKS
We are very grateful to be in this school with vending machines and computer labs, but there is one big issue in the summer and on sunny days, which is the
schoolyard turf. The turf ruins our socks and makes our feet itchy after recess. The way
the turf sticks to our shoes and other clothing gets in our way and follows us home. We
believe replacing the turf would be a good start to making this school better. Sebastian
Cespedes, an eight grader, states that, “The turf gets on my socks and in my shoes. It
also takes long to take them out because they get stuck in the fabric.” In addition the
turf is rough on our skin causing scrapes and scratches The school’s next movement
should be towards changing the turf to a better quality.

By: Marvin Alhaddad, Nicholas Patras & Paul Delacruz
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Elf Walk/Jingle Bell Run

INSTAGRAM BY: JAMES CHRISTIAN
Instagram is an online mobile
photo-sharing site that lets it’s
users take pictures and share
them either publicly or
privately on the app.
Instagram is a popular app
because it shows you all the
latest trends, new brands and
new apps. Alex Sanchez from
class 8-322 likes the new live
feature. If you don’t already
have Instagram you should
think about downloading it.

“Let our video game reviews help you with
your next game purchase!”

By:Ison Wakazadi and Jaden
Whitmore
The Elf Walk was a very
innovative way to come up with money
for the IS 27 boys basketball team. It was
held Saturday December 4th at Clove
Lakes Park. Mr. Livoti, the head coach
of the basketball team, said “We thought
it would be fun for families to come out
and enjoy the holiday while getting some
exercise and supporting our school.”
Mr. Livoti thought that families would
not only enjoy the run, but they would be
helping out the school at the same time.
Being a person who went to the Jingle
Bell run, I can personally say, although it
was a little cold, it was very enjoyable.

THE LAST GUARDIAN BY:
JOHAN TRINIDAD
The Last Guardian is an action adventure
game with an interesting story. It is about
a man telling the story of how he was kidnapped and had an encounter with the
beast, Trico, and their journey through the
ancient ruins. The player controls the little
boy who has to take care of Trico by feeding the beast barrels with a mysterious
substance and they must work together
using Trico’s animal instincts to solve
puzzles. The boy is able to climb on Trico
and ride him. He is also capable of using
the barrels to gain Trico’s attention or you
can also give Trico commands. At one
point, the player is going to have to find a
way to make Trico sit to complete a level,
even though Trico’s natural instinct is to
go ahead of the boy. Trico can also shoot
rays of lightning from its tail to solve puzzles that have to do with the environment,
but they need a mirror in the shape of a
shield that the boy picks up in a level of
the game. The boy will have to take care of
Trico by removing spears that enemies
will throw and feeding it barrels. The boy
may not have good control of Trico at first,
but will be able to better control it as the
game goes on. This is an exciting game
that you should definitely check out, if you
haven’t done so already.

FIFA 17
By Hamzah Baig

TitanFall 2
By: Justin Figueroa
Titanfall 2 is a first person
shooter game. It was made by
Respawn Entertainment and was
released in October 2016. It was
a big hit and made up for the first
game, which was a bit of a disappointment. The game is playable
on Xbox One, PlayStation 4, and
your PC. Respawn Entertainment
pleased there fans by actually listening to them and added a campaign and more Titan variety.
Also, they added more abilities,
guns and better movement. According to Irobosa Erhabor, from
class 8-353, who has played the
game says, “ TitanFall 2 is a fun
game and it is just awesome all
around”. In conclusion, TitanFall
2 is a great game and is definitely
worth buying.

FIFA 17 is an amazing soccer
simulator game. All FIFA
Youtubers, including Miniminter and Kazzoe28, said that
FIFA 17 is a new start to this
game series and they are looking forward to the new game.
For the new game, FIFA is
using the new Frostbite
Engineer, which games like
Battlefield use. As a result, the
graphics have improved very
much and gameplay is so much
better. Justin Figueroa, from
class 8-353, has played it and
says “the packs are better and I
like the animation”. Go buy
FIFA17! It’s in stores now and
you’ll love it.
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TOP 5 WORST CHRISTMAS GIFTS BY: BESNIK MUCAJ, &
BRANDOM MARTINEZ
THE LATEST TECH
GADGETS
BY: GENARO
URENA AND MYLS
WORTHAM
A DRONE IS A PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
GUIDED BY REMOTE CONTROL. A DRONE CAN
HAVE A CAMERA ON IT
AND IT CAN BE A WAY TO
SEE FROM FAR AWAY DISTANCE. PEOPLE USE
DRONES TO TAKE PHOTOS
FROM DIFFERENT UNIQUE
PERSPECTIVES. ACCORDING TO STANLEY SYLVAIN FROM ROOM 8-350:
DRONES CAN MAKE FAR
AWAY OBJECTS APPEAR
UP CLOSE. THIS IS YOUR
CHANCE TO BE A PILOT!
NOW WHO WOULDN’T
WANT THAT?

Virtual Reality
Headsets
By: Nalani Lima and
Shannya Gonzalez
Have you tried the
new virtual reality headsets?
Virtual reality glasses can put
you in any place in the universe. There are also many
different genres that you can
try out, such as horror, fantasy,
and even games for kids. Also,
you can use YouTube videos to
play the game. It’s so unique,
that in our opinion this is a tech
gadget that everyone needs to
try at least once.

Ranging from socks to school supplies, there are some really bad gifts
that you can receive. Here’s our countdown to the worst gifts of all time.
Number five, socks. I bet nobody wants to wake up early on Christmas
morning to find socks in their stocking, giving it a spot on our top five
list. Telling your parents what you want for Christmas can be a struggle
because they don’t know exactly what it is that you’re asking for, so when
they get you a pair of shoes that turn out to be fake, you have to wear
them in public and embarrass yourself. That’s what puts fake shoes at
number four on our list. Number three, staying on the topic of struggling
to tell your parents what you want for Christmas, most parents aren’t
aware of what video games come out or what they’re called, so when you
ask your parent for a copy of 2K17 and get 2K12 instead, with a PS3, you
are most likely are going to be disappointed. Number two, school supplies. No child wants to wake up getting ready to open their gifts only to
find out that they got pens and notebooks. Being reminded of work is the
last thing you want when you’re on break FROM that work. Now the top
placed gift on our list is… Nothing! No matter what you wake up to find
Christmas morning, nothing can be worse because something is always
better than nothing.
Gifts That You Wouldn’t Want To Give Someone
By: Rvye Kradijaj & Willy Clemente

We know it can be hard picking out that special item for your loved ones,
but if you want to keep your friends and family happy, you need to keep
away from these types of gifts.
1. Re-gifted gifts: Would you want a gift that your older sibling threw
away?
2. DVD/CDS: Why would you get someone a DVD or CD when they could
get it online for free?
3. A weight scale: If you buy someone a scale they may think that you
want them to lose weight.
4. Wrinkle cream: When you buy someone wrinkle cream it makes them
think that they are old.

Anime
By: Joseph Taylor, Carlos Elejalde, Stanley Sylvan & David Sambula
Anime is a type of Japanese cartoon that has action, drama and
comedy. Most of the stories are just basic, but other ones can be
real cliff hangers. Also, the entertainment that anime delivers can
make people happy in different ways. It’s enjoyable and has

incredible content. For example, Attack on Titan, Tokyo Ghoul,
Soul Eater, Fairytail, Shogugeki No Soma, Parasite, Seven Deadly
Sins, Naruto and Dragon ball Z Super, are some amazing titles to
get you started. Anime even has it’s own books called Manga, which
are Japanese books that are read backwards. If you are not
familiar with Anime or Manga, you should check it out. We love it
and are sure you will to.

